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GLOSSARY OF TERMSGLOSSARY OF TERMS

Altcoin - alternative coin to Bitcoin
ATH - All time high, the highest recorded value of any digital asset.
Bitcoin - the first decentralised currency, the most important crypto founded by Satoshi Nakamoto.
Bitcoin dominance - the amount of value that Bitcoin has over altcoins
Block-chain technology - the digital infrastructure that verifies transactions and acts as security measures for transactions, additional crypto’s can be built on existing block-chain
Bullrun - the time of the BTC 4 year cycle  that sees the highest price action for BTC and results in new ATH’s
Cryptocurrency/Crypto/Crypto’s/token/Coin/Crypto coin- a form of digital currency where there is no centralised bank or government, rather the transactions are carried out and verified through Block-chain technology
DAPPs - Decentralised apps
Decentraland - an example of a gaming metaverse
Decentralised - separate from, not governed or ruled by government or banks
Decentralised Autonomous Organisation/ DAO’s - a company/ activity that is not centralised to a government or bank.
Decentralised wallet - where cryptos are stored, these can be online ‘hot wallet’ such as trust wallet or offline ‘cold wallet’ such as hard drive
DeFi - This stands for Decentralized finance. This refers to technology as a financial instrument that removes the middle man in a transaction e.g. brokers.
Estate - the name used by decentraland to signify a group of 2 or more parcels
Ethereum/ETH, BNB/Binance smart chain - examples of blockchains that other cryptos can be built upon.
Fiat currency/Fiat - currency that is centralised and backed by a government or banks
Gas fees - the cost of a crypto transaction
Liquidity - the availability/volume of a currency
Metaverse - an online world/ reality that is created digitally and allows users to interact with these spaces
Mined/mining - this is the process where technology is used to solve complex mathematical equations and cryptos are distributed as a result of the correct answers being achieved, this is to verify the transactions.
Miners - people who operate mining machines or the machinery itself
NFT/ Non-fungible token - this is a digital file that stores a unit of information on a block-chain, this can be an image, audio, land etc..
Parcel - the name used by decentraland to signify a 16m x 16m plot of virtual land
Plaza - the name used by decentraland to signify the central gaming/activity hub
Staking - this is where cryptos can be locked for a certain amount of time in order to receive a percentage of interest on that token, independent of coin price.
Token - a crypto built on a different existing block-chain, a token is not part of the original code of the block-chain.
Token burn/ burned token - the number or amount of tokens of a crypto that have been sent to an inaccessible wallet that can never be reached in an aim to increase the price of the remaining tokens in circulation
Web 3.0 - the next iteration of the internet Web 3.0 this involves crypto’s, NFT’S, DeFi and the Metaverse

GLOSSARY OF TERMS
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What is web 3.0?

Web 3.0 is the newest iteration of the internet, this involves crypto’s, NFT’S, DeFi and the Metaverse
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HOW TO NAVIGATE THIS PORTFOLIO
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03//REFLECTION, ROADMAP 
AND BIBLIOGRAPHY

05//USER EXPERIENCE 
[UX] DESIGN

16//USER INTERFACE [UI] 
DESIGN

15//VIRTUAL REALITY - 
BEFORE AND AFTER

14//GAMIFICATION OF 
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13//FINAL PLAN

12//CHECKPOINTS

11//GAMING PLAZA
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06//PLAZA DESIGN AND 
LAYOUT

PLAZAS
ENTRANCE DESIGN

VR DESIGN

RECAP

REFLECTION

BUTTON
This is an interactive PDF, 
buttons can be clicked to 
reveal new information. 

QR codes can be clicked to open image in browser or can be 
scanned to open image on tablet or phone.

Full YouTube video showing internal arrangement 
available here : https://youtu.be/EGlRC_fENYA
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DETOXICITY
A decentrAlised metAverse

This metaverse aims to counter the toxic beauty practices that 
we face within the physical world, through taking inspiration 
from the physical world, a series of games, chat spaces and 
independent quests for users to complete, Detoxicity aims to 
be a space where users can unlearn the toxic and instead gain 

a new perspective of what beauty is to them. 

5
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STUDIO 1 RECAP

01//STUDIO 1 RECAP
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Beauty standards and cultural identity:

How have toxic beauty standards and practices become synonymous with creating identity crisis 
among those who do not fit these standards? 

How does the media represent Muslims and Pakistani people and how does this impact our identity?

How can cultural beauty representation counter toxic beauty standards and practices and instead 
promote safety, comfort and self-love for Pakistani women?

Including a historic view 
of where these standards 
originate and develop from What creates identity crisis for 

Pakistani people?
Shown via A media analysis.

Unpacking the notion of 
guilty by association

Looking specifically at 
Pakistani cultural beauty

Unpacking the notion colourism that is 
heavily present within Pakistani beauty 

culture.

And how to change this

7

STUDIO 1 - RECAP
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Personal Political Potential

MEDIA

BEAUTY

IDENTITY

PAKISTANI

MUSLIM

POLICY ON 
BEAUTY

SHOPPING 
CENTRES

ISLAMOPHOBIA
ISLAMOPHOBIA 
AND FASHION

COLOURISM

HISTORY OF 
BEAUTY

FEMINIST 
ACTORS

GRAND CENTRAL

PAKISTAN SITE UK SITE

A PAKISTANI 
SPACEEUROCENTRIC 

STANDARD

TOXIC BEAUTY

KEY TOPICS

Diagram showing the complex and key topics covered in Studio 1

STUDIO 1 - TOPIC SUMMARY

Layer 1:
Media representation

Layer 2:
Pakistani beauty standards

Layer 3:
Euro-centric beauty standards
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THE PERSONAL: ALL EYES ON ME THE POLITICAL: MY BODY, SOCIETY’S CHOICE THE POTENTIAL: EMPOWERMENT

I, personally, have suffered with body dysmorphia for my entire life. 
I don’t remember a time in life where I wasn’t conscious about some 
part of my body. This led me to many toxic practices in an aim to reach 
impossible beauty ideals set by society. The collage aims to depict how 
this feels daily, all eyes on me, spotlights, everyone can point out my 
imperfections etc... 

Personal reflection: I am certainly not the only person who feels this, 
I think its about time society focusses on self-love and positive beauty 
practices if any.

Through analysing comments under arbitrary women’s social media 
posts, we can see that society is never really happy, people always find 
something to complain about, from her hair to her thighs to her ankles, 
this reinforces any existing self-doubt and needs to be unlearned

Personal reflection: I have received a lot of these comments shown 
on the left in face-to-face scenarios, particularly when people think they 
are being funny, I of-course never understood the humour!

Rather on focusing on toxic beauty practices including diet culture, toxic 
empowerment and a ‘one size fits all’ standard of beauty, women should 
feel empowered to look as they please unapologetically. With a focus 
on cultural representation and loving the skin you are in. 

Personal reflection: Beauty standards today do not represent me in 
anyway, I am not the ideal height, weight, shape or size. Despite this, 
connections to my culture allow me to feel empowered.

KEY TOPICS

Diagram showing the complex and key topics covered in Studio 1

STUDIO 1 - PERSONAL, POLITICAL, POTENTIAL
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PERSONAL

POLITICAL POTENTIAL

For a long time, I have felt the need to conform to toxic beauty standards and be as 
close to societies expectations of beauty as possible

The potentials of this project are endless, with the possibility of creating 
safe and empowering spaces for women where they are free from the 

toxic beauty culture.

Through consumer culture and representation, we can see that the way 
that toxic body image and beauty standards are shown and promoted 
within the media. This leads to unrealistic expectations and standards 

for women 
FEMINIST
AGENDA

FEMINIST
AIMS

FEMINIST
APPROACH

Creating women only spaces, 
a focus on equity rather than 

equality

Creating empowering spaces that 
allow for positive development/ 

maintenance

My feminist approach is informed 
by my personal experiences as  
a minority, woman of colour with 

immigrant background

Equity Empowerment Comfort and safety Unlearning toxicity

My feminist approach is informed 
by my life experiences and 
interactions with people and 

space

My feminist approach is informed 
by my education and learning, not 
only academic but also, media 

and external information

My feminist approach is informed 
by stories of people in all sorts of 

situations and walks of life.

Explore and understand what 
makes space safe and meaningful

Explore feminism and design 
through a Pakistani lens.

STUDIO 1 - APPROACH, AIMS AND AGENDA
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STUDIO 2 RECAP

02//STUDIO 2 RECAP

11
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FULL SCALE TAKEOVER

A study of analysing what the most extravagant scale of intervention would be in terms of scale, 
interaction with the site and preparation. This would be a complete renovation and takeover of the 
space, this would  disturb existing beauty stores within the Bullring that are involved in selling toxic 
beauty standards and products. Creating a virtual digital world that diverts shoppers attention 
completely away from the toxic practices and standards that are implemented by the beauty 
industry today.

MACRO POSSIBILITIES

PROTEST SCALE

A study of analysing what the smallest scale of intervention would be in terms of scale, interaction 
with the site and preparation. This would be a protest or campaign that can disturb existing beauty 
stores and shopping markets who sell the toxic beauty standards discussed in studio 1. 

MICRO POSSIBILITIES

A RANGE OF POSSIBILITIES
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KEY ELEMENTS TO UNDERSTAND DETOXICITY

3 key concepts to understand for this portfolio include Cryptocurrency, Non-fungible tokens and Metaverse

Cryptocurrency

Non-Fungible 
Token

Metaverse
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DECENTRALISATION IS FEMINIST

Within the UK there are 3 key mediums through which the toxicity of the beauty industry is supported and 
encouraged within, the metaverse will specifically challenge and oppose these with a decentralised 
approach.

WHY DECENTRALISATION MATTERS

The Government Shopping 
Centres/stores The media

Policies and regulations are 
created with a focus on 
profits rather than health 
and well being of the end 

user.

With the government being the centralised power holder within 
the UK, there are many ways that the rules and regulations can 
be manipulated to produce the most profits in accordance with 

shops/ brands

Existing issues identified 
in the existing beauty 

industry

How the DETOXICITY 
addresses this

With the key aim being for profit, the main inspections that 
shopping centres conduct for businesses looks at financial 

statements and business forecasts rather than the social 
impact that a space can have

Social media is a key catalyst 
in promoting insecurity 

and advertising toxic beauty 
practices as a solution to this.

Magazines and model beauty 
standards represent an often 

unhealthy, unrepresentative 
and unattainable standard of 

beauty

Hate speech, islamophobia and 
racism towards Pakistani communities 

is often amplified by news, online 
media and social groups online, 

this leads to a snowball effect of 
negativity towards Pakistani’s

Islamophobic government 
programmes such as PREVENT work 

to validate any prejudices towards 
Pakistanis being seen as a threat.

Advertising, calculated semantic arrangement and micro-
tactics encourage users to engage with toxic beauty 

practices. These spaces are designed to make shoppers 
feel insecure and more inclined to purchase. Inevitably each 
purchase benefits the store and in turn the shopping centre.

A decentralised Metaverse is not government controlled, while this can lead to issues surrounding tax, the 
entire crypto space was created as a way to be financially free from government constraints, in the same way, 
the shopping centres and toxic side of media would not have the access that they currently do in the physical 

world.
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METAVERSE BRIEF

Mapping of how each of the components within the Metaverse would work in tandem.

DETOXICITY
A decentrAlised metAverse

Decentralised wallets

Decentralised exchange

Decentralised currency

Block-chain technologyCrypto currency

Airdrops of tokens and NFT’S

Mining

Proof Of Stake (POS)

Increased coin value

NFT’S

Non-Fungible tokens (NFT’s)

Royalties received 
on re-sale

Unlocks the metaverse

Series of games

Affirmations to be collected -ve comments to contribute to 
coin burns

Metaverse is a 
Decentralised Autonomous 

Organisation (DAO) 
Governed by code

Community votes

Land/space is mined using 
peoples/users devices

Players can receive % of all 
mined tokens

Incentive to stay online

Chat/Conversation space Explore spaces

Coin can be used to mint more 
NFT’s

NFT’S

NFT’S

Decentralised Finance (DeFi)
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A NEW PERSPECTIVE
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REFLECTION, ROADMAP AND BIBLIOGRAPHY

03//REFLECTION, ROADMAP AND 
BIBLIOGRAPHY

17
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PROJECT REFLECTIONS

Studio 1

For this thesis project the topics covered and approaches I have adopted have been 
incredibly personal. I'll be going Studio One with the intention of focusing on body 
politics and toxic beauty culture for women. The research I conducted during Studio 
One open the host of issues surrounding where beauty standards originate from 
as well as how they inform my personal identity. I conducted in-depth research on 
why beauty standards for south Asian women originated from this in turn led to a 
focus on my personal identity and identity Crisis that I have faced over the years. 
Largely this is due to a lack of accurate representation of Pakistani women and 
actually an overwhelming misrepresentation of Pakistani people and Muslims within 
the media. My personal relationship with identity and beauty became increasingly 
exposed during this thesis project and the development of my research process.  
 
Whilst the project has drastically developed between S1 and S2. The key research and 

information from S1 has still been applied throughout S2 and S3.

Studio 2

Post studio 1, the key aim of the project shifted from being a focus on something small 
scale and 42 Something large-scale and more psychologically informed this was done 
to allow for the greatest impact from my proposal. Studio 1 ended with a Pakistani 
pod design and what are the representation within the pod of Pakistani women could 
have been a symbolic experience of Pakistani beauty, the key issues body politics and 
regulation of beauty would not have been accurately addressed by this proposal. 
My research in this found issues on a corporate and internal psychological level that 
were too large for me to ignore and for this reason I chose to create a protest scale 
intervention where the boring side identified in s one is completely challenged in a 
way that cannot be manipulated by any regulatory authority. My project is situated to 
dismantle mass consumer Culture by targeting corporate beauty outlets and companies 
that promote these insecurities and toxic practices full stop this was the key Informant of 

a decentralised approach

Studio 3

For studio 3 my key aim was to actualise all of the separate elements discussed in 
Studio 2 in creating a decentralised metaverse space that is overlaid on the existing 
Bullring floor plan. This began by exploring different technologies that could be used 
to create virtual spaces including the sensors and various different layers of technology 
that would be used for user experience designing and researching into artificial 
intelligence systems and how information can be overlaid in virtual reality spaces. 
While for studio 3 ME my approach within this portfolio is heavily focusing on Pakistani 
representation the key idea behind this metaverse is that it is a individual experience 
based on whatever information has been entered into to the sign up stage this is an 
explicitly feminist approach as it Focuses on inclusive and representation of all which is 

currently non-existent within the beauty World. 

Conclusion

I believe that in the end my  Final project for this thesis has  Address the issues that I have identified as part of my research in an informed and in depth way this development from my initial proposition was does key in 
creating Uninformed and appropriate design will stop Uninformed and appropriate design.  

 
 I believe that the next stages for this proposition could be AA focus on machine human symbiosis and how These smart systems could be integrated on a depot level as part of all media rather than just being in 

shopping centre space. This would create a further impact on the psychological development and Further impact the relationship that people have with toxic beauty standards that are not representative of themselves
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ROADMAP

LEARN RELEARN REFLECTUNLEARN EVALUATE

BEING TECHNICAL

WHAT KIND OF FEMINIST ARCHITECT DO I WANT 
TO BE?

BEING A COMMUNICATOR

I aim to be a  Feminist architect with an intersectional approach 
to design. I want my Pakistani culture and heritage to inform my 
design approach and understanding of the world and architecture 
as much of what I experience within the built environment is 
in some way or another informed by my experiences within 
says within my culture whether that is positive or negative and I 
aim to Focus on equity rather than equality particularly when it 

comes to Minorities like myself.

A key development for me on a personal level has been 
changing the way that I communicate as I understand that 
for this project there has been various levels of complexity 
and new concept start some may not have been familiar with 
drawing my explanations and a key part of my personal 
reflection is the shift I have seen in myself when it comes 
to Being able to break down complex concepts into simple 
And More understandable terms for people who are not 

Otherwise involved in these types of technologies for.

With my project being a virtual reality simulated space 
the key feminist technologies adopted within this design 
proposal included Tech based propositions rather than 
physical.  These interventions are feminist As the creation of 
an inclusive space Allows users more control over a space 
that they are in rather than simply being placed people have 
some ownership and say in what they are surrounded by.

Dismantling the corporate 
beauty world

The key element of unlearning for 
me within this project has been 
On learning and dismantling the 
Social structures of the culprit 
beauty world and how all beauty 
is presented within mainstream 
media. Through exploring these 
issues in relation to my cultural 
identity I have been Able to in 
many ways differentiate what 
I know to be true from what is 
presented of Is my culture Within 

The media.

The importance of feminist 
technologies

How even in the smallest 
intricacies of architectural 
design feminist technologies 
can be included and how the 
although some things may 
be overlooked in terms of 
traditional building design, It is 
actually incredibly important to 
incorporate or reflect on how 
different cultures and different 
people feel within a space, At 
the end of the day the role of the 
architect from what I believe it to 
be is having a huge focus on the 
end user experience, Through 
creating spaces that are more 
inclusive on representative of 
unrepresentative of different 
people and backgrounds 
Through creating spaces that are 
more inclusive on representative 
of unrepresentative of different 
people and backgrounds, The 
user experience around a space 

can be drastically improved.

Beauty to me?

While this has been an incredibly 
exploratory thesis focusing on 
who what where when why and 
how of all the factors influencing 
toxic beauty culture and 
body politics it has also been 
incredible for me on a personal 
level in allowing me to online 
alarm the toxic associations that 
I grew up with surrounding my 

own identity. 

Who, what, when, where, 
why and how?

Exploring the topic that is so 
personal and yet so political 
at the same time allowed me 
to really focus on the macro 
and micro  Of all the things that 
inform my is inform my personal 
beauty standards. This includes 
reflecting on legislation lodge 
scale This includes reflecting on 
legislation lodge scale Corrupt 
beauty practice to the smallest 
scale which in my case Includes 
family. This project has allowed 
me to Reconnect with my culture 
and identity in an architectural 

realm

The bigger picture

The key concept behind 
having this representation is 
the psychological shift where 
people no longer solely identify 
a white slender female with 
Eurocentric features as the only 
beauty standard and instead 
can focus on their own beauty 
standards and be less likely 
to engage in toxic practices 
or consumption for the wrong 

reasons

Studio 2- Roadmap
SANA AKHTAR

Love thy culture!

While I have always believed that 
beauty is incredibly subjective 
this thesis focus has allowed me 
to has allowed me to relearn all 
of the ways in which my culture 

is beautiful
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HOW IS DETOXICITY FEMINIST

How information travels
In order to understand each of the individual mechanisms involved in back end development of 
Detoxicity, it is key to first understand and analyse where information travels and why. There are numerous 
different feminist technologies and approaches applied within this project, There are 3 technologies in 
particular which include the Artificial intelligent system, 1 to 1 scanning in and decentralisation.

1 2 3Artificial intelligent systems are able to create a new overlaid 
reality based on information that is imported by existing 
uses of detoxicity as well as personal preferences creating 
a specialized and unique experience for each visitor rather 
than assuming I’m assuming that everyone is the same. 
 

The 2nd key technology is the ability to scan into the project and 
not see your own avatar as you walk around, This is best in terms 
of how the space is access and also that's and also the 1 to 1 
stunning in system mean system means that people cannot edit 
or change or alter what they believe is a more beautiful avatar, 
This creates a space where people are truly represented how 
they look In terms of shops and signage signage and at the same 
time they are not in any way masking the reality. (WNIF, 2016) 

The 3rd  key Way is the decentralized technology, Having a 
decentralized space means that the shops that are exhibiting 
toxic traits have no authority or ability to manipulate what 
people see anymore animal. If Promoting toxic standards 
wish to remain in business or operable in detoxicity they must 
Remove all toxic messaging and branding from their brand. 
As the users of detoxicity report on what they see as toxic and 
what they see as representative, Power and control over what 
users see as they shop is now with them rather than being in the 
hands of corporate beauty giants all government as we see 
today
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PROJECT BRIEF

AIM 3 - Taking direct inspiration 
from the physical world, in 
particular building on the 
analysis of the Bullring and 
shopping centre semantics.

DETOXICITY
A decentrAlised metAverse

DE
The DE in DETOXICITY 

represents 
Decentralised 

DETOX
Is a word that refers 
to removing toxic 

elements from life, in 
this case this refers 
to rejecting damaging 

corporate beauty 
standards  

TOXIC
This metaverse 

aims to reduce the 
toxic information 

that reaches people 
through social media, 

advertising etc..

CITY
The metaverse will be 
a disrupted cityscape 

to imitate the 
physical world

The politics behind decentralisation are clear, DETOXICITY rejects the government and historic corporate monetisation of insecurity. The rejection of centralised 
financial exchanges means the money previously directed to the government and  large scale corporations who benefit from instilling toxicity throughout generations.

AIM 4 - Create a series of games, 
chat spaces and independent 
quests for users to complete as 
part of the metaverse experience, 
each of these are to have certain 
design elements that relate to 
and address issues raised in 

Studio 1, 

AIM 1 - Study the Psychology 
behind beauty and how our 
brain chemicals and signals 
interact and connect to what 

we perceive as beauty.

AIM 2 - Study and explore 
Islamic patterns along 
with the meanings and 
histories associated 

with this.

23
(Authors own)
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Entrance 
plaza

Gaming 
plaza

Islamic 
Garden 
plaza

GAME-MAP
Game-map that is shown in Detoxicity to navigate around the space. The users can see the key plazas 
and checkpoint locations from this game-map.

DETOXICITY GAME-MAP
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UX DESIGN

05//USER EXPERIENCE [UX] DESIGN
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How information travels
In order to understand each of the individual mechanisms involved in back end development of 
Detoxicity, it is key to first understand and analyse where information travels and why.

HOW IT WORKS

Sensors detect user movement when they are in range

Users connect via headset

Connects to detoxicity servers and algorithms initiate 
virtual and augmented reality

Users can connect 
independently

With other shoppers Or as a group

Floor plans, pathways, shops and general layouts are programmed in to 
the servers so that the sensors can detect movement within this space.

Users connect via 
phone

Artificial intelligence is programmed to analyse the space, users and 
movements and overlay the modified visuals.
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How can the users and space be detected

A  key part of any VR  experience is the appropriate instillation of VR sensors, these are designed to 
detect any movement and actions and respond to the users actions.

VR SENSORS 

BULLRING FLOOR PLAN

KEY METAVERSE PATHWAYS FLOOR PLAN

FLOOR PLAN SHOWING HOW THE VR SENSORS WILL BE SPACED OUT TO COVER 
THE PATHWAYS AND CONNECT USERS TO DETOXICITY

SENSOR
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User detection

Spatial detection

Body recognition system 
for the people and users 

walking around the 
bullring

Facial recognition system 
for the people and 

users walking around the 
bullring

surrounding shops/ space  
recognition system for 
the posters displayed 
around the bullring

AWS DETECTION SYSTEM CODE

What is AWS Ai
Amazon AWS is artificial intelligence programming in a way that allows for machine and advanced 
learning. Through inputting certain code, the Ai systems are able to detect and complete actions based 
on what is being detected (Computer Vision — Detecting objects using Haar Cascade Classifier, 2022).

(BirminghamLive, 2021)
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AWS DETECTION SYSTEM

User detected
User ID: 368936
UserName: Anita08Singh

User detected
User ID: 569896
UserName: Zara19

User detected
User ID: 255286
UserName: Dylan Ashton

HOW THE Ai TECHNOLOGY WORKS

Through users connecting and using the space, automatic ID numbers are 
generated, these are used to identify the username and location, the user ID 
also holds key information of each users setting preferences.

With each element of the space being responsive to the AI, there are numerous 
detections and alterations happening at once.

Logo detected
Logo ID: GOLDSMITHS
Status: Non-toxic logo

Logo detected
Logo ID: MAMMAS&PAPPAS
Status: Non-toxic logo

Logo detected
Logo ID: GOLDSMITHS
Status: Non-toxic logo

Connecting...

Connecting...

Visitor 
detected

Visitor detected
Visitor detected

Visitor detected

Visitor detected

Visitor detected

Path Blockage detected
Location ID: Point on Map
Status: Temporary

Visitor detected

Visitor detected

Visitor detected

Visitor detected
User detected
User ID: 028974
UserName: SallyStone_3
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SEEING OTHER USERS
The user interface allows users to see other users and identify them within the vr setting

AWS DETECTION SYSTEM

Current view Game view

The algorithm detects people, space and signage and can respond accordingly within the vr 
setting

(BirminghamLive, 2021)
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PLAZA DESIGN AND LAYOUT

06//PLAZA DESIGN AND LAYOUT
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Hidden 
Boundary

High end 
shops

Anchor store Break in path Mid level 
shops

Physical 
Boundary

There is an invisible boundary within 
the shopping centre. This separates 
shoppers based on class with high 
end shops separated from low/

mid level shops.

The high end shops are clustered 
together, this includes high end 
fashion brands and labels such as 

Michael Kors

This acts as the anchor store of 
all the mid-priced stores that are 
highlighted in purple. This acts as 
the selfridges for the Low/Mid-

end shops.

There is no way to walk between 
the two sides as the path breaks 
and forms 2 independent corridors 
rather than one continuous corridor.

The high end shops are clustered 
together, this includes low/mid 
end fashion brands and labels 

such as H&M

The end of each walkway here 
has a wall that acts as a physical 
barrier preventing access between 

the site.

Mixture of high 
and mid end 
shops

The shops within the Central station 
are a mixture of High and mid end 
shops, assuming this is to attract all 

types of buyers.

   N

0m 100m

(Cdn.completelyretail.co.uk, 2019)

Key areas
The hidden tactics that are more psychological influential to shoppers

SEMANTICS ANALYSIS

FOOD RELATED SPACES
Toxicity of food and beauty LOW END SHOPS

Beauty and class/money

HIGH END SHOPS
Beauty and class/money

3 key sections of The 
Bullring and Grand Central

SECTION 1
SECTION 2

SECTION 3
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HYBRID SPACE

A mixed reality intervention that users can access within the bullring that connects them to DETOXICITY, 
an entirely different world that is rich in colour, patterns and Pakistani representation, this is overlaid on 
the existing Bullring plans to create an escape from the toxic world of shopping centres.

Islamic garden Plaza 

Which blocks the entrance to 
selfridges. Stationary, will block 
people from going in

Gaming Plaza 

Has a series of Mini games 
where users can collect points to 
exchange for NFT’s or Toxi tokens

Main Entrance Plaza

Connect to the metaverse, scan in 
to the space. Buy and sell NFT’s, 
build your own mini-games and 
chat with others in the metaverse.

0m 100m

FOOD RELATED SPACES
Toxicity of food and beauty

LOW END SHOPS
Beauty and class/money

HIGH END SHOPS
Beauty and class/
Money

SECTION 1
SECTION 2

SECTION 3

PROGRAMME AND PLAZAS

(Cdn.completelyretail.co.uk, 2019)
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Alhambra precedent 
Analysis

Understanding the Islamic garden and what makes 
an Islamic space. Diagrams showing how space is 
navigated around and how voids are created within 
the garden design. This informs the design of the plazas 
within Detoxicity. (Plan of the Alhambra, Granada, 2018)

ISLAMIC GARDENS PRECEDENT STUDY

Garden floor plan symmetry Order and arrangement Voids and negative space Walkways and boundaries

images : (spain.info, n.d.)

(headout, n.d.)

images : (spain.info, n.d.)
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ENTRANCE PLAZA

07//ENTRANCE PLAZA

35

This PLAZA  Connects users to the metaverse, scan in to the space. Buy and sell NFT’s, build your own 
mini-games and chat with others in the metaverse.

(Cdn.completelyretail.co.uk, 2019)
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FEMINIST TECHNOLOGY - SCANNING IN TO THE METAVERSE

In order t connect to the virtual space, the users 
need to scan in to the game

The users scan in to the vr space using automated 3D body scanners that 
create avatars that are realistic and true to the shape and size of the user. 
This is done to adhere to realistic body image and create empowerment for 

users. (WNIF, 2016)

Connecting to Detoxicity
Users are scanned in to the metaverse via scanning nodes within the entrance plaza. 
It is key to scan the users as they are without editing to allow 1:1  transition in to the 
metaverse. Feminist technology:

Users are able to stand within the key nodes and their body 
will be scanned and an avatar is created according to their 

figure and clothing.

Sensors detect and input the users details in to the system 
creating a bespoke avatar for the user.

Realistic metaverse avatar is created, this assists with trying 
on clothes etc. within the metaverse.

Scanning in example:

1 - 2 - Sensors detect and map 
out the users features and 
characteristics including 
outfit.

3 - The digital avatar is as 
close to physical presence 
as possible.

(Divine Exim Cotton Blend Self Design, Embroidered Gown/Anarkali Kurta & Bottom Material, n.d.)
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Form follows function
How that arrangement of programme informed the design of the structure.

ENTRANCE PLAZA PROGRAMME

ACTIVITY

ACTIVITY

GARDEN

NODE

GARDENNODE

GARDEN

Iterative arrangement testing:

Having all of the nodes on only one side creates a divide in to 2 segments rather than 3 as 
is done in Islamic architecture. This subtle arrangement detail means that there ends up being 
too much emphasis of activity on one side of the structure and this is not a  balanced space.

I deal segment arrangement with enough space 
for each node and respecting the Islamic floor 

plan

Ideal segment arrangement with enough space 
for each node and respecting the Islamic floor 

plan

Adapting size and shape of segments to match 
external geometry

Final form

(headout, n.d.)
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MAIN ENTRANCE DESIGN CONCEPT

STAGE 1 - UNDERSTANDING THE CONTEXT

Through studying the patterns and geometry within the existing structure of the train station, the initial 
concept for the entrance structure were created.

Overlaying each of these patterns present within the 
existing context of the site allow for an informed design.

Vertical pattern

Organic curved 
pattern

Horizontal pattern

Image showing inside the bullring, immediate site and 
context of the entrance plaza.
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MAIN ENTRANCE DESIGN CONCEPT

STAGE 1 - UNDERSTANDING THE CONTEXT

Analysing the aesthetic quality of Alhambra. Although the space is designed using traditional stone 
mosaic and engraved blocks, the aesthetic quality is similar timber, this contrast of browns and green 
against a blue sky background creates a beautiful contrast and aesthetic harmony.

The space is designed to be both modern and 
representative of traditional Islamic garden style design. 

Engravings 

Green space and 
open-ness

Browns, timber like 
aesthetic quality

Image showing inside Alhambra 
images : (spain.info, n.d.)
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MAIN ENTRANCE FORM DEVELOPMENT

Alhambra precedent 
Analysis

Diagram showing how the iterative process 
behind the form of the entrance walkway 
design. For this parametric design, a series of 
different raw forms and structural perimeters 
have been tested to find the optimum final 
form. 

Initia
l fo

rm ske
tch concept    

Structural m
esh ite

rations

Form concept ite
rations 

Built p
arametric

 stru
cture ite

rations

Final desig
n mesh and form
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MAIN ENTRANCE MATERIALITY

PPVC

Pros: 
-Lightweight design
-Easy off-site construction
-Forms are not restricted

Cons:
-Typically constructed entirely off-site - expensive and difficult 
transportation to site

Precedent: Parametric Pavilion (PVCCONSTRUCTION, n.d.)

Location: Monterrey, Mexico

Architects: lejandro Rodriguez Design with Tecnologico De 
Monterrey

Technical info: PVC tubes

VANADIUM 
AND STEEL

Pros: 
-Lightweight design
-Conducts electricity
-Conducts little heat
-Avoids infra-red radiation from the sun
-Cheap construction

Cons: 
-Feels like being inside a cage

Precedent: Parametric Pavilion (Mining.com, 2018)

Location: Monterrey, Mexico

Architects: lejandro Rodriguez Design with Tecnologico De 
Monterrey

Technical info: PVC tubes

TIMBER

Pros: 
-Lightweight modular design
-Material is strong enough to hold itself up without additional 
supports.
-Not conduct heat
-Feels warm and welcoming
-Low carbon footprint

Cons: 
-Fire risk if not properly treated

Precedent: ‘EKKO’ Spatial Installation (designboom, 2012)

Location: northern Denmark

Architects: Thilo Frank

Technical info: PVC tubes
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GA DRAWINGS

08//ENTRANCE PLAZA
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MAIN ENTRANCE PLAZA

0 1 0 1
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ENTRANCE PLAZA LOCATION PLAN

Final entrance plaza floor 
plan

The entrance plaza is situated within the 
main central space within the New street 
train station Birmingham.

2nd-5th floor
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ENTRANCE PLAZA PLANS

GROUND FLOOR PLAN 1ST FLOOR PLAN

Shop unit

Temporary shop unit

Entrance plaza

Temporary food and 
beverage units

Shop unit

Shop unit

Shop unit

Atrium 
VOID

Entrance plaza

0 2

N

0 2

N
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ENTRANCE PLAZA LONG SECTION
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ENTRANCE PLAZA SHORT SECTION
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ENTRANCE PLAZA AXONOMETRIC

AXONOMETRIC
Image showing arrangement of the plaza 
as it is situated around a current atrium, for 
this design, the VR shows this as a shallow 
water feature, this reflects Islamic garden 
design.
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LONG SECTION PHYSICAL AND VIRTUAL REALITY

PHYSICAL AND VIRTUAL REALITY

With the virtual reality being overlayed on to the existing bullring, the entrance plaza too will be edited 
in VR and in true metaverse fashion will reflect bright colours and neon lights.

Physical reality
Timber frame

Virtual reality
Neon light virtual overlay
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ENTRANCE PLAZA VR

SCAN OR CLICK TO VISIT THE 
ENTRANCE PLAZA

https://api2.enscape3d.com/v3/view/8b51c2cf-f65d-4d50-8395-1808bf1b9f67
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DESIGN DETAIL

09//DESIGN DETAIL
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DETAIL SECTION OF THE ENTRANCE STRUCTURE

1 2

4

5
6

7

8

9
10

11

12

Main frame detail(below) 
1- Existing reinforced concrete floor
2- Removable steel floor connection
3- CLT vertical timber beams
4- CLT Horizontal beams(more details on timber joints on next page)
5- timber shelf
6- steel hook detail attached with screw

7- Sensors
8- hardcore
9- waterproof membrane
10- Soil
11- grass
12- Plants/tree
13- Taught rope

Floor detail:

Floor detail:

0 1m

Floor detail:
14- 6X 3cm Steel bolts
15- Steel plate
16- Steel cover plate
17- Timber beam
18-Concrete

16

14

17

15

18

16

14

17
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TIMBER JOINT DETAIL 

Joint rotation 1

Joint rotation 2

1 - Steel central connection joint
2 - 30mm Steel Bolts
3 - Angled slotted in steel plates
4- 70mm Timber beams (Glulam)

1

2

3

4

Steel and timber joint detail

For the main parametric entrance structure, the timber beams are connected via bolted 
steel joints, this ensures strength and maximises accuracy of the structure. There are 2 
variations of joint detail, the key difference is the type of central steel connector. The 
beams can be pivoted at different angles on each joint, this is to create a seamless 
design for the parametric structure and accommodate its complex geometry.

Connector 1 with 2 horizontal beam connectors and two vertical connectors

Connector 2 with 4 vertical connectors.

Joint detail Exploded Axonometric
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ISLAMIC GARDEN PLAZA

10//ISLAMIC GARDEN PLAZA

54

This PLAZA blocks the entrance to selfridges.

(Cdn.completelyretail.co.uk, 2019)
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Controlling navigation
With one of the key elements represented in Islamic gardens being the water, this feature 
is implemented to navigate people away from selfridges. As was seen during S1 and 
S2, Selfridges is an incredibly toxic shop from the internal arrangement to the semantics 
and so the key aim is for this space to be blocked off.

ISLAMIC GARDENS PLAZA

Key design features

Central squares with 1 key 
focal point

Central water features Open-ness with column 
design

Islamic garden concept 
collage
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GAMING PLAZA AXONOMETRIC

AXONOMETRIC
Image showing arrangement of the plaza 
as it is situated around a current atrium, for 
this design, the VR shows this as a shallow 
water feature, this reflects Islamic garden 
design.
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ISLAMIC GARDEN PLAZA VR

SCAN OR CLICK TO VISIT THE 
GAMING PLAZA

https://api2.enscape3d.com/v3/view/db5cdb10-3d31-4485-8448-6dc3d8e5ff34
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VIEW APPROACHING ISLAMIC GARDEN PLAZA
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Based on data collected by a user personal settings and 
what others have sand what others have said unique game 
overlays are provided to create non toxic representative 

and individualize shopping experience

GAMING PLAZA

11//GAMING PLAZA

59

This PLAZA has a series of Mini games where users can collect points to exchange for NFT’s or Toxi 
tokens

(Cdn.completelyretail.co.uk, 2019)
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GAMING PLAZA

Play 2 Earn mini games are included within these pods where users 
can win NFT’s or cryptos and work up a leader board in order to 

receive maximum rewards

PLAY TO EARN AND VIRTUAL SHOPPING
The gaming plaza has 2 key pod spaces, one is the mini-game pod and the other is virtual 
shopping pod. A key Design feature within this Metaverse  Is the ability interact. This is 
done to Build a strong community And allow Users to have some degree of control of 
the space that they are in. This means that the Detoxicity metaverse is constantly evolving

Toxi tokens can be used to buy and sell within the virtual shops
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VIRTUAL GAMING SPACE

Interior view

GAMING SPACE

GAMING SPACE
The Mini games include a game called game called ‘guess the mirrors’ within this 
game users are shown a series of mirrors from different shops and must identify 
which is their actual size. This exposes the toxic nature of having altered mirrors 
within different shops that increase in security and instead.
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VIRTUAL SHOPPING SPACE 1

VIRTUAL SHOPPING SPACE
Virtual shopping spaces are also created which do not include sizes and instead are 
based off the stand in information that is collected at the entrance plaza, Removing 
the sizes allows for the focus to be on the government rather than the buyer’s body 
type as each comment shown I’m not shown is what is measured to be the Users 
size. This removes any insecurity During the shopping process.

VIRTUAL SHOPPING SPACE
Interior view
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VIRTUAL SHOPPING SPACE 2

VIRTUAL SHOPPING SPACE
The virtual shopping plazas also include clothing and beauty specific to different 
cultures.

VIRTUAL SHOPPING SPACE
Interior view
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GAMING PLAZA AXONOMETRIC

AXONOMETRIC
Image showing arrangement of the plaza 
as it is situated around a current atrium, for 
this design, the VR shows this as a shallow 
water feature, this reflects Islamic garden 
design.
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GAMING PLAZA VR

SCAN OR CLICK TO VISIT THE 
GAMING PLAZA

https://api2.enscape3d.com/v3/view/5e4dd443-4247-4bb2-b2df-34ded8fc82b6
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CHECKPOINTS

12//CHECKPOINTS
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GAMING AND SHOPPING

A key navigational tool and engagement tool used around the centre is checkpoints, these navigate 
the clearest routes to places and create a sense of gamification for users. These allow for users to 
connect to the metaverse via phones etc. via nft qr codes. The checkpoints outline a general route 
along which users can interact with the space.

CHECKPOINTS

The metaverse will be overlaid on top of the existing physical plans that make the bullring, The key 
sections include gaming plazas, walkways and checkpoints.

Checkpoints

Entrance

START

The number of checkpoints passed through increase  chances 
of being air-dropped an NFT, these are more valuable than 
the token and act as an incentive for users to explore 

detoxicity

The form of the checkpoints is influenced directly by the form of the main entrance, this creates unison and 
continuity within the design and allows the space to be easier for people to navigate.

Entrance plaza Checkpoints
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FINAL PLAN OF CHECKPOINTS

Plan showing the arrangement of Plaza’s checkpoints and pathways around the bullring.

CHECKPOINT LOCATION PLAN

Users will be able to access and navigate around the virtual and physical spaces using checkpoints, these are arch structures that will be visible in VR and physically.

Checkpoints

Entrance

Pathways
1     20

N
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VIEW OF CHECKPOINTS

CHECKPOINTS

Axonometric view

Plan view

North (frontal) and east elevation

0 1m

Scale:
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VIEW OF CHECKPOINTS WITHIN DETOXICITY
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FINAL PLAN

13//FINAL PLAN
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MASTERPLAN IN CONTEXT

0     5

N

Full YouTube video showing internal arrangement available here : https://youtu.be/EGlRC_fENYA
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HOW IT WORKS

14//GAMIFICATION OF SHOPPING
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Gamification of shopping

The key aim for the metaverse is to gamify 
the shopping experience and create a non-
toxic space that doesn’t project unattainable 
standards of beauty on visitors, for this reason 
it is key that 

HOW IT WORKS?

As users connect to the 
platform, they are able to 
walk around in the space 
and identify toxic space/

images

As with many Web3.0 
projects, Detoxicity is 
heavily community based. 

If users detect toxic messaging, 
they can submit negative emojis to 
draw attention to the space for the 

Ai system to pick up on.

The main Plazas and checkpoints outline a general 
route along which users can interact with the 

space.

Similarly, positive emojis and 
messages can be inputted by users.

The machine learning system is able 
to tally and categorise the positive 
and negative emojis in order to learn 

what is toxic and what is not.

The toxic and non-toxic spaces are mapped over the floor plan. This allows for real-time analysis of what  
needs augmenting in the metaverse and what can stay as is.

With the machine learning systems, the long term aim for the space is to have no toxic messages or queues 
available to viewers.

Identifying the toxic elements 
allows users to earn tokens, these 

tokens can once accumulated be 
traded for TOXI tokens

Adding comments increases chances 
of being air dropped an NFT, these 
are more valuable than the token 
and act as an incentive for users 

to react to toxic stimuli

REWARDS
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Gamification of toxic space

Users post their comments and use emoticon to identify toxic space

HOW IT FEELS?

Piercings are inherently south Asian 
and somehow not a single south 
Asian person on the poster???

YAYY! TOKEN FAT PERSON, totally 
distracts from size 0 mannequins

Not a stretch mark in sight, is this 
what my body should look like?

White people

Is this how I should look naked?

Cellulite and stretch marks are 
NOT sexy!

Skinny, white, blonde obviously gets 
the central and largest photo

If this is NEW, does that 
mean my clothes are all 

OLD?

If I buy this, would I look like the girls 
in the posters? If it looks good on them, 

would it look nice on me?
So...Do the Eurocentric features 

come with the Jewellery?
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......WHAT CURVES?
She has no curves

Love your curves by wearing clothes 
that hide that you have any, because 

beauty is not curves!

Does it count as representation if the 
token black girl is facing the other 

way?

Not to be dramatic but this is a little 
scary

Who looks like this?

Would red lipstick look 
better on me if I had whiter 

skin?

So as a child my hair counted as 
beautiful but now that has changed?

Gamification of toxic space

Web 3.0 is the newest iteration of the internet, this involves crypto’s, NFT’S, DeFi and the Metaverse

HOW IT FEELS?
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After years of training how to cut and 
style hair, its great to know straight hair 

was all they learned Hahahaha

Is this where I go to FIX my naturally 
curly hair? Glad to know its an option

Every single woman in each poster 
has white skin and straight hair,

 So this must be beauty?

Beauty treatment is such an 
interesting term, it literally suggests 

there is something to fix, why is it not 
called what it is..... A procedure?

If I get my hair, make up and 
‘treatments from here, will I look as 

good as these posters

Are cluttered shelves a key part 
of low-end beauty shopping?

No full glam for the 
nurse? guess its beauty 

vs. brains

Such a great billboard, really gets 
the point across about the guy...I 

mean his outfit...I mean his ...oh...Its 
perfume

All I need now are blue eyes, white 
skin and oh yeah, shave off my 

Heritage

Gamification of toxic space

Web 3.0 is the newest iteration of the internet, this involves crypto’s, NFT’S, DeFi and the Metaverse

HOW IT FEELS?
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She has the most flawless 
skin, how do I get that ?

All I need is to undergo a 
cosmetic procedure and I 

too will look perfect

Its made so easy to 
get, should I just pop 

in?

POSTER detected
Logo ID: Laserclinics01
Status: toxic image General

ID:Fire escape
Status: General

Shop detected
Logo ID:perfumeSHOP
Status: non-toxic SHOP

Shop detected
Logo ID: LaserclinicsSHOP
Status: toxic SHOP

Image overlaid,
Non-toxic representation

Access DENIED!
Shop unavailable in 
Detoxicity,

Insert construction

Water blocking entrance

Access 
PERMITTED!

TEXT detected
TEXT ID: Laserclinics05
Status: toxic text

TEXT 
Overlaid
Non-toxic 
text

Overlaid Islamic 
patterns 

Analysing toxic space

Based off the comments and reactions that users input, the smart algorithms are able to identify the 
toxic imagery and overlay this with non-toxic representation.

FEMINIST TECHNOLOGY - HOW DETOXICITY WORKS

Individual representation

The Virtual reality space created that is overlaying the bullring is an informed individual experience for 
each user, this is made up of the information gathered in 2 key sections.

As light manipulation is a massive part of toxic beauty, 
the metaverse is set at night/ in the dark to remove 
the enhanced lighting that is manipulated by shops.

Toxic messages are replaced with non toxic 
messages and models face has been edited, 
or perhaps unedited  to show texture and 
natural skin.
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SCAN OR CLICK TO VISIT SOME OF 
THE EDITED SHOP-FRONTS

SHOP-FRONTS IN DETOXICITY

https://api2.enscape3d.com/v3/view/6453aa04-3ac9-460c-baa3-cd8df7973b97
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UI DESIGN

15//VIRTUAL REALITY - BEFORE AND 
AFTER

81
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A FEMINIST APPROACH - INDIVIDUAL REPRESENTATION

Information inputted from individual settings, these make up the 
user profile and contribute to the types of overlaid images that the 

user can see

+

Information gathered from peoples likes comments and reactions to 
identify toxic and non-toxic space

=

The new virtual reality within detoxicity

INDIVIDUAL REPRESENTATION
A key feminist approach in designing detoxicity is how everything is centred around each 
individuals representation, this allows users to have an active role in what they can see 
and do within the space, this inclusivity is key to this feminist approach.
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BEFORE

Current view of the laser clinic 
in Birmingham. The posters 
show flawless impossible skin 
beauty standards that lead to 
the conduct of toxic beauty  
practices in an aim to reach 
this unrealistic standard.

AFTER

View of the virtual reality 
overlay in detoxicity of the 
laser clinic in Birmingham

The image of the model has 
been altered showing acne 
and natural skin bumps and 
the toxic laser clinic has been 
banned and closed off from 
the shopping centre

Before and after 
the virtual reality 

Before shows the current space 
and after shows the detoxicity 
overlay of the space. In some 
ways, the removing of filters and 
assign texture to the models face 
could be seen as the original 
‘before’.

VIRTUAL REALITY - BEFORE AND AFTER LASERCLINIC

ERROR signs

If a user is attempting to enter 
a shop identified as toxic, this 
message will appear to block 
them, this puts increased pressure 
on shops to change their policies 
and stop endorsing toxic beauty 
practices and procedures.
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BEFORE

Current view of the fragrance shop in Birmingham. The posters create an 
illusion that wearing purchasing different expensive perfumes will increase 
ones attractiveness, this is again an example of toxic beauty practices and 
consumer culture

AFTER

View of the virtual reality overlay in detoxicity of the fragrance shop in 
Birmingham

The images showing the flawless people have been flagged as toxic and 
have been covered up. There has been signage added to the elevation and 
signage designed to empower people.

The frontal window display has been replaced with traditional Pakistani 
patterns to cover up the toxic messages and images within the existing shop.

Before and after 
the virtual reality 

Before shows the current space 
and after shows the detoxicity 
overlay of the space.

VIRTUAL REALITY - BEFORE AND AFTER THE FRAGRANCE SHOP
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BEFORE

The posters show no people of colour and 
in some cases show clothes that would not 
be deemed modest for Pakistani dress, 
this makes it more difficult for Pakistani 
women to identify with these posters.

AFTER

Having shops showing Pakistani women 
only in traditional Pakistani clothes allows 
women to identify with the posters, 
however, it is important to note that 
traditional clothing is not worn all the time, 
including exercise, for this reason, modest 
outfits for exercise have been overlaid on 
the existing.

Before and after 
the virtual reality 

Before shows the current space 
and after shows the detoxicity 
overlay of the space.

VIRTUAL REALITY - BEFORE AND AFTER JD
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BEFORE

Current view of Superdrug. The posters show unrealistic 
beauty standards of hair, makeup and skin. This is 
the classic example of allowing psychologically 
manipulating people in to buying products via making 
them feel that they need the ‘cure’ to their looks.

AFTER

The entire shop is not blocked off as while there is a 
large number of toxic elements within the space, there 
are also beneficial skincare products within the store, 
for this reason, pattern, face and warning signs have 
been carefully placed to block out toxic representation 
while also allowing users to shop here.

Before and after the virtual reality 

Before shows the current space and after shows the detoxicity overlay of the space.

VIRTUAL REALITY - BEFORE AND AFTER SUPERDRUG
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OVERLAY SHOP-FRONTS

SCAN OR CLICK TO VISIT SOME OF 
THE EDITED SHOP-FRONTS

https://api2.enscape3d.com/v3/view/d77d34aa-688a-4177-be94-20813887889b
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UI DESIGN

16//USER INTERFACE [UI] DESIGN

88
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Welcome to the Bullring,

Preparing to enter ...

LOADING...

DETOxICITY
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Settings page

The personal settings offer a 
variety of customisable options 
for users to personalise their 
gamified shopping experience, 
some of the key settings are 
race/background, religion and 
gender. This creates a unique 
user experience for each visitor.

EXPERIENCE CUSTOMISATION SETTINGS

CONNECTING...

PERSONAL SETTINGSSOUND GRAPHICS

Pakistan
India

Nepal

Bangladesh
Sri Lanka

Islam
ChristianitySikhism Hinduism

Buddhism
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Conformed settings              Close

           Username: SanaAkhtar01

Key settings: 

Site: Bullring
Status: Active

PERSONAL SETTINGSSOUND GRAPHICS

CONNECTING...

Settings page

Once the settings are confirmed, 
artificial intelligence machine 
learning systems work to adapt 
the posters and visuals to specific 
cultures inputted by the user, this 
is real time augmented reality.

EXPERIENCE CUSTOMISATION CONFIRMATION
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SCANNING PAGE
This loading page will appear as 
users are being scanned in to the 
metaverse and the information vr 
overlay is generating.

SCANNING IN PAGE
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Welcome to the Bullring,

You are now entering

LOADING...

DETOxICITY
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SIZE

As users are already scanned in 
to the game, there is no need for 
sizing on clothes and the toxicity 
that comes with being called 
Small, Medium, large etc..

REVIEWS

Users can see what existing users 
of detoxicity have reviewed the 
clothing as.

NO-BRANDING

Brands and labels are removed 
so that there is less focus on 
buying for the sake of brands, 
the focus is instead on the 
garment itself.

DECENTRALISED

Payment can be made via 
connecting a crypto wallet 
and paying with TOXI crypto 
currency.

VIRTUAL SHOPPING SPACE 01
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SIZE

As users are already scanned in 
to the game, there is no need for 
sizing on clothes and the toxicity 
that comes with being called 
Small, Medium, large etc..

REVIEWS

Users can see what existing users 
of detoxicity have reviewed the 
clothing as.

NO-BRANDING

Brands and labels are removed 
so that there is less focus on 
buying for the sake of brands, 
the focus is instead on the 
garment itself.

DECENTRALISED

Payment can be made via 
connecting a crypto wallet 
and paying with TOXI crypto 
currency.

VIRTUAL SHOPPING SPACE 02
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Checkpoint cleared!
Now entering Islamic Garden Plaza

Congratulations!
3 TOXI have been credited to your account

NOTIFICATION

Users receive a notification that 
they have cleared the checkpoint 
and are able to advance.

TOXI TOKENS

Toxi tokens that make the 
financial ecosystem of Detoxicity 
are air-dropped at random 
when users visit and scan 
through checkpoints. These can 
be used for virtual shopping 
purchases.

BEHIND THE SCENES

VR sensors are placed at each 
checkpoint and allow the 
users to remain connected to 
Detoxicity.

CHECKPOINTS
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